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3D/AR/VR software
publisher since 2012
Since 2012, Virdys has been offering unique and
innovative virtualization software solutions as
well as an à la carte personalization service
allowing companies and communities to
communicate, train and train in real time and in
a collaborative way.
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Software edition
Creation software suite,
storyboarding, dissemination
of information

Tips & Achievements
Content creation with the
Virdys Suite and creation
of interactive modules

Our 3D Solutions are :
Robust, easy to use and administer
Collaborative & real time
Multi-media (PC/MAC/Mobile/VR/AR)
Compatible with heterogeneous content
Interoperable with existing solutions (software & hardware)
Interconnectable with the customer's IS
Secure

Experimentation & tailor-made
Creation of content with the
Virdys Suite and creation of
interactive modules
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References
https://youtu.be/ZDbTgs6PYlE
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Context
PC/VR/AR cross-platform content is complex
and expensive to produce.
There is no PC/VR/AR content creation tool:
customers must call on specialized ESNs.
PC/VR/AR content cannot be changed quickly
and easily, resulting in additional billing and
delays.
No standard has been defined, which prevents
large-scale deployments.
Our philosophy: simplify the creation and
delivery of immersive content in real time.
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An immersive cross-platform collaboration tool:

Virdys Solution
After more than 10 years of research and
development, Virdys offers a unique and
complete virtualization solution that fully
responds to the challenges of collaborative
communication remotely with simple, easy to use
tools.
In total autonomy, co-construction or turnkey,
Virdys solutions and expertise allow your
projects to be carried out in the easiest and
most flexible way.

Content creation and management applications:
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Creating Real-Time Collaborative
Workspaces to Manipulate 3D
Engage with your audience, prospects, suppliers,
students, and team, anytime, anywhere!

Features :
Multi-user & multi-platform 3D environments
Collaborative mode (Pc/Mac/Mobile/VR) or consultation (web)
More than 1000 people simultaneously per session
Manipulation of interactive animated 3D objects
Hosting and distribution of your content (multimedia, 360°, 3D)
Broadcast of interactive 360° videos
Management of access rights and role levels (web back-office)
Public/private audio chat and instant text messaging
Customizable 3D avatars
Streaming of online content (YouTube, links, etc.)
Screen sharing (computer, webcam)
Personalized and secure IT deployment

https://youtu.be/qI4vRPYGWWY

Products
presentation

Virtual
meetings

Training
Serious games
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Fully customizable themed rooms
ready to use or available to order.

Catalog of ready-to-use virtual environments
Creation of additional 3D environments & objects
independently with our studio and partner agencies
(Virdys Studio)
Creation of plugins and business interfaces interoperable
with your existing tools (Virdys Lab)
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Virdys Collaborate is multi-platform!
Share a simple link to let attendees automatically
join you online in seconds. Collaborate is
compatible with your web browser and available
on PC/Mac/iOS/Android/VR.

Without installation (directly on your browser)
Cross-platform (PC/Mac/Mobile/Web/VR)
Immersive and collaborative
Ideal for events, sales presentations, technical meetings and
training.
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They use Virdys Collaborate
“Thanks to the Virdys suite, we can integrate into a 3D
environment real situations that learners will face, putting them in
real working conditions: they question themselves, make decisions
together as in reality. In addition, they have a range of
collaborative tools that eliminate the isolation inherent in virtual
worlds: they are placed in a situation, with other learners, having
the impression of evolving in the real world.
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In-platform creation and distribution tools
without expert knowledge

Creation of Immersive Content

Generate and export 360° videos, real-time 3D animations and immersive environments

Creator of interactive 360° videos

Meeting the major training challenges by creating commitment
thanks to rich immersive media and by putting know-how into practice.

(Expert tool)

Animated and enriched 3D objects and environments

Import your animated and interactive 3D assets (objects, environments) into the Virdys suite.
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Creation and animation of immersive 3D content
A library of pre-made objects and characters
A library of predefined animations and movements
The reconstructed real environment
Animation, weather, FX to simply select
Placement of fixed, moving, embedded virtual cameras
with the characters...

Videos
3D/360°

3D/VR
Environments

Assembly
instructions

https://youtu.be/CBaSqR-7R6M

Training
exercices

https://youtu.be/tT_C__a5tyo
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They use Virdys Animate
“Virdys Animate has several competitive advantages, the first of
which is its speed of execution. It is therefore particularly suitable
for fast video editing. In two hours, thanks to him, we can start
setting up a scene.
And in two days, get a finished video. Virdys Animate has two other
competitive advantages: first, its library is not closed. It can import
and use a multitude of 3D objects available on the market.
On the other hand, if Virdys Animate is enough to finalize a film, it
can also be considered as a tool for creating scenes that can be
exported into dedicated post-production software. »
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Creation of interactive scenarios
Creation of decision trees
Editing interactive enriched 360° videos
Creation of questionnaires with weighting of results
Creation and distribution of documentary catalogs
Analysis of results and certification of learners

https://youtu.be/pZ8V3pVTFlw
Editor of
Interactive videos

Documentary
repository

Immersive training
module

Consultation in
theater of
operation
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They use Virdys Scenarize
“We made the innovative choice of using interactive 3D video to
convey extremely complex and sometimes austere notes. The
tool developed by Virdys has aroused interest and expectation
from users. The results are interesting and potentially open up a
much larger field of achievement. »
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A tool to facilitate the creation and import of
animated and enriched 3D environments and
objects that can be viewed in Virdys Collaborate.
Create your 3D object and enrich it (technical sheets,
multimedia presentations). These documents will become
interactive points of interest.

https://youtu.be/EFFjNT9NWqI

You can produce your assembly instructions by creating
animated exploded views of your objects. Virdys ATL allows you
to create and save your animated sequences.
Create or import your environment
Place the spawn points of the participants and your 3D objects
in the scene
Place your screens to display your technical sheets, your
multimedia presentations (images, videos, PDF documents,
etc.)
Export your environment in Virdys Collaborate, you can explore
and exploit it in an immersive and collaborative way.

https://youtu.be/TpHpIXLcWpU
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Custom 3D/VR/AR
applications and contents
An expert team to create or support you in
the creation of your content produced with
the Virdys Suite and design of custom 3D /
AR / VR applications.
3D modeling / 3D objects and environments
3D / 360° animation videos
Educational engineering
Digitalization of training
Serious Games (tactics and/or skill)
3D/VR/AR apps
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Virdys Lab: dedicated
business applications
Thanks to the technologies developed over
more than 10 years, Virdys aggregates its
know-how in dedicated business applications.

Based on our unique proprietary SDK
+ fast and – expensive
Prototyping – Interoperability
Dedicated project manager – agile method

Proof of concept
Open Innovation
Pre-industrialization
Incremental Innovation
System interoperability
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Our youtube channel : https://www.youtube.com/c/Virdys3D
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Use cases
Training and training: 3D is the best vector for learning,
bringing immersion, visual impact and interactivity. It allows
learners to train in the right gestures, even in situations
impossible to experience other than in virtual reality. Don't
forget: human beings remember 10% of what they read, 50% of
what they see, 80% of what they experience!
Reduced maintenance costs and accidents
Accelerated knowledge capture and transfer
Learning adapted to each profession and learner
Real-time evaluation and monitoring

https://youtu.be/a1SZOpKZbE4

(Dis)assembly instructions: Flexible and precise, the 3D
assembly instructions certainly have more impact than the
paper instructions. Today, many companies want to provide
better service and modernize their format. Reduce assembly
errors and get rid of technical manual translations. 3D
visualization effectively shows the implementation of your
products and provides a better understanding of their
operation, thanks to clear and concrete scenarios.
Facilitates understanding of operations
Reduction of assembly errors
Quick to produce and scale
https://youtu.be/BEYAWEzxaMg
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Our youtube channel : https://www.youtube.com/c/Virdys3D
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Use cases
Risk prevention: In France, construction is one of the sectors of
activity with the highest number of accidents (86,886 in 2017).
The main causes are: manual handling (48.5%), falls from a
height (17.1%), hand tools (14.9%), falls on the same level (13.8%)
and road risk (1.6%). It is more than ever necessary to raise
awareness and effectively train your teams in the risks incurred
in order to adopt good practices and limit accidents.
Facilitate the adoption of safety instructions
Transmit measures adapted to each profession
Limit risks (human, material)

https://youtu.be/Njg9E2GFqHc

Virtual showroom: A showroom provides a valued presentation
of your products, services and know-how. Different meeting
rooms create different moods that adapt to the content of your
meetings. A round table brings together the various
stakeholders in a more confidential context conducive to the
search for solutions. An industrialized outdoor space can also
allow concrete demonstrations of equipment. Our immersive
workspaces promote collaboration and exchanges around your
documents, visualization and interaction of your 3D animated
models, virtual tours of your factories and projects.
Showroom, product catalog, point of sale
Product presentation, interactive catalog
Virtual tours, interactive visualization (1:1 scale)

https://youtu.be/1QYu1D-pGKc
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Our youtube channel : https://www.youtube.com/c/Virdys3D
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Use cases
3D Product Configurator: Do you want to obtain a powerful
sales support tool and offer your customers an interactive and
customizable catalog of your products? Opt for a 3D
configurator! With this high-performance and very easy-to-use
solution, designed to modify, personalize and visualize a product
in all its forms, the user is thus able to configure your product by
choosing from among the established customization options
and rules.
Facilitates decision making
Puts the customer at the heart of the sales process
Situation of the product

https://youtu.be/fIQ3s0ZjHMQ

Promotional and technical videos: Who is your company?
What are its products, its values? The production of a
promotional video is today an essential axis of marketing action
for a brand or a company, it helps to create an image, a memory
in the viewer and the future user.
A technical 3D video reproduces the operation of a device in 3D
to explain its operation and advantages. Animations can also be
used to detail parts not visible to users.
Promote a product or know-how
Boost your visibility and your conversion rate
Boost your marketing

https://youtu.be/BdndhS2-yPk
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Our youtube channel : https://www.youtube.com/c/Virdys3D
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Use cases
Mission briefing / Feedback: An operation is being prepared!
Increase the quality of your briefings by presenting the different
scenarios in 3D, in a standard or 360° format. Immerse yourself
in the environment and repeat before. Thanks to the Virdys
suite, recreate the sequence of an operation as closely as
possible. You can then highlight the tactical errors of the
personnel involved. Reconstruct and relive the operation in an
immersive and collaborative way with a first-person view.
Crisis cell / Command room: Defuse a crisis situation or lead a
complex negotiation with ease. Immersive tools are created for
efficient and instantaneous use. The mere presence of a
terminal (PC/VR) and an internet connection is enough to join a
meeting at any time in an agreed virtual space.

https://youtu.be/l0vdxr1I4IY

Maintenance in operational condition: Virtual Reality allows
logistics teams to better train, train and be assisted in the field.
Understanding maintenance interventions is more effective
than with documents, photos or diagrams from different
sources. Learning about the work to be done is more fluid,
maintenance training is facilitated. Virtual reality is a logical
complement to a good level of maintenance methods.
https://youtu.be/Vopc5xdPcQU
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Notre chaîne youtube : https://www.youtube.com/c/Virdys3D
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Testimonials
Until now, we mainly used augmented reality. This solution suited us better
than the virtual reality tools we had tested. However, not all tools previously
tested were collaborative: learners passed one by one and there was no
interaction possible between them during the training sessions.
In addition, no possibility of creating or modifying content was offered, which
made these solutions very expensive to use: each change required placing a
new order with the provider.
The Virdys software suite completely breaks with these heavinesses. It makes
virtual and augmented reality accessible to learners, it allows trainers to
modify 3D content according to their needs and promotes interactions
between learners and trainers.
Thanks to the Virdys suite, we can integrate in a 3D environment real
situations that learners will face, putting them in real working conditions:
they question themselves, make decisions together as in reality. In addition,
they have a range of collaborative tools to avoid being alone in these virtual
worlds: they are placed in a situation, with other learners, having the
impression of evolving in the real world.
In addition, this suite offers many other possibilities: it brings together
participants who are distant from each other, it allows people to reflect in real
time on various subjects, to manage crisis situations... At SNCF Réseau,
raising awareness, training and improving the safety of users and staff is a
priority and is part of our DNA. Although we have been experimenting with it
since April 2019 mainly for training, the Virdys suite is, in my view, intended to
be used by all employees of the SNCF group.

Kamel Bentchikou, Digital and Innovation
Department Head of Next Techs Network 4.0
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Notre chaîne youtube : https://www.youtube.com/c/Virdys3D
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Testimonials
How have you used Virdys Animate?
I tested it to reconstruct a real security intervention situation: an
electrical short circuit with the outbreak of a fire. This was to show
what emergency procedure the teams had to follow in such a
situation. Virdys Animate has been invaluable. The 3D animation
video has a strong visual impact on learning.
What did Virdys Animate bring you?
Virdys Animate makes it possible to anchor the message in the
memory of the trainees in an effective way. 3D video is more
powerful, more modern and punchy than drawing or writing. It
also helps to overcome literacy problems. It is also easily usable in
other languages. Finally, Virdys Animate also offers great flexibility
because the videos produced can be used in the presence of the
trainees or remotely, in e-learning.
What are the advantages compared to other solutions?
Ease of use! We are on a drag and drop system, like with
PowerPoint. Managing animations and cameras is intuitive. As a
result, people who come neither from the cinema nor from graphic
design can very easily create videos with Virdys Animate. I highly
recommend this tool whose applications can be as effective in
training and risk prevention as in marketing and many other areas.

Guillaume Laurent – Bureau Veritas Training
Development Manager
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Notre chaîne youtube : https://www.youtube.com/c/Virdys3D
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Testimonials
What use for Virdys Animate?
I envision several uses. The first is to make all the different 3D
plans delivered by our design offices legible. Virdys Animate
makes it possible to make them understandable with a certain
advantage: the teams can be better prepared to intervene.
Because, thanks to Virdys Animate, they can clearly visualize the
structure and the environment in which it is inserted, which is
particularly useful when this environment is complex, as is the
case for an underground network. There, the contribution of
Virdys Animate is more than obvious.
Other possible uses?
Of course, and especially when it comes to learning or training
for the teams. Because the 3D representation is particularly
immersive.
Your feedback on Virdys Animate?
When you start using it, you really want to turn an object, a 3D
plan, into an understandable video. The discovery of Virdys
Animate is fascinating, it opens minds, gives birth to ideas. I
highly recommend trying it.

Erick Lemmonier – Prevention Director at
Eiffage Infrastructures
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We accompany you
in the success
of your project
Allowing 3D accessibility
Tailor-made accompaniment
A sustained innovation policy
Rapid prototyping/VIRDYS LAB
3D functional and technical animation
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Listening to you
+33 (0)980 691 691
contact@virdys.com

www.virdys.com

Virdys.com

Member of

Appointment

